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Introduction. Let X, Y be complex linear spaces, and Z a non-void complex linear space contained in both X and Y. Let X be a Banach space I 1; 7 a Banach space Y 2 under the norms n ly n 2 respectively. Let Z be a Banach space Z N under the norm N defined by N(z) =mB,x[n ι (z) , n 2 (z) ]. (This is equivalent to saying that if {z n } is any sequence with z n e Z, such that z n ->x in the topology of X 1 and z n ->y in the topology of Y 2 , then x=yeZ.
Our particular method of stating this here will be useful for later purposes.) With the usual uniform norms let T lt T 2 be bounded distributive operators on X lf Y 2 respectively, such that T 1 z=T 2 ze Z when zeZ.
Operators satisfying these conditions will be said to be "linked". If, in addition, it is assumed that Z is dense in X lf T λ and T 2 will be said to be "linked densely relative to X^\ We are interested in relationships between the spectra of linked operators. That there are linked, and densely linked operators with different spectra will be shown in § 3. The main result of this paper is the demonstration that, if T v and T 2 are linked densely relative to Xi, under certain circumstances any component of the spectrum of T λ has a non-void intersection with the spectrum of Γ 2 . Sufficient conditions are that if λ belongs to the intersection of the resolvent sets of Such a T will be denoted by T a when considered as an element of the algebra [XJ. If T a e[X a ] we classify all complex numbers into two sets :
(1) The resolvent set p(T a ), consisting of all λ such that λI-T a defines a one-to-one correspondence of X a onto X a .
(2) The spectrum a (T a ), consisting of all Λ not in p (T a ).
The spectrum is divided into three parts : In this way we see that
the sum being independent of i. Since it is always true that k(Γ a )|^||Γal| 3 , it is now clear that KT^KWTOI, whence we immediately infer that there exists a λ such that λeo{T x ) and λ$a(T^.
4* The projection corresponding to a spectral set For the proof of our main theorem we need the concepts of spectral set and the projection associated with a spectral set. For this purpose we introduce the following definitions.
Suppose X is a complex Banach space, and T an element of [X).
A set a in the complex plane is called a spectral set of T if σCZσ(T) and if a is both open and closed in the relative topology of σ(T).
If σ is a spectral set of T, the corresponding projection is the operator defined by the integral being extended in the positive sense around the boundary of a suitable bounded open set D such that σCZD and the closure of D does not intersect the rest of σ(T). It is easy to see that if Δ is a closed set which does not intersect σ, the set D may be chosen to satisfy the additional requirement that its closure does not intersect Δ.
We now proceed to the proof of our main theorem.
5. Relations between the spectra of linked operators* Let X and Y be complex linear spaces such that X becomes a Banach space X 1 and Y becomes a Banach space Y 2 under the norms n x and n 2 , respectively. 
\σ(T. 2 )) is void, which is in contradiction to what we have shown above. Thus if C is any component of tf(7\), then
Cf\a{T ?j is non-void, as was to be proved.
We note that if in the hypotheses of the theorem we only require T 2 to be a closed distributive operator on Y i9 such that σ(T 2 ) is nonvoid, the conclusion and proof of the theorem will be unaltered. Also, if we replace the hypotheses that TΊeK] and T 2 e[Γ" 2 ] by "T 1 
and T 2 are closed distributive operators on X τ and Y 2 respectively, such that o(T 2 )
is nonvoid", and retain the remaining hypotheses, we can conclude, using the same reasoning as before, that any non-void bounded spectral set of σ (T λ 
) has a non-void intersection with σ(T 2 ).
A very special case of our theorem, but one of considerable practical importance, is given in the following corollary. COROLLARY 
In addition to the hypotheses of the preceding theorem let Z be dense in F 2 , and let σ(T^ and σ(T 2 ) be such that all of their components are single points. Then σ(T 1 ) = σ(T 2 ).
In the special case where XC.Y, the operators T 1 e[X 1 ], are linked, and X plays the role of Z, we have the following two corollaries. COROLLARY 
If C is any component of tf(TΊ), then C f\σ(T 2 ) is non-void.
Proof. This follows from the theorem, since if Λe i o(7
COROLLARY 3. If T λ and T z are linked densely relative to Y 2 and C is any component of σ(T 2 ), then C[\σ(Tτ) is non-void.
This should be clear from the proof of the theorem in view of the remark following the statement of Corollary 2. 
DEFINITION. If A, B, C are sets such that any component of C has a non-void intersection with both A and B we shall say that A and B are "linked by C". If in addition every component of A has a non-void intersection with C ive shall say that A is "totally linked to B by

and T z are linked (not necessarily densely linked), then σiTJ and σ(T 2 ) are linked by σ(T).
This follows immediately from Corollary 2.
COROLLARY 5. If T λ and T λ are linked densely relative to X 19 then o{T^ is totally linked to σ(T 2 ) by σ(T).
This follows from Corollary 3. Proof. Clearly p{T) is contained in both p{T Ύ ) and p(T 2 ). If λ belongs to the approximate point spectrum of T then there exists a sequence {z n }, z n eZ, such that lim||(tf-ΓK|U=O and ||s n |U=l.
But either 1°: -Infinitely many z n are such that ||« n || nj =l, or 2°: Infinitely many z n are such that ||z n || n2 =l. If 1° holds there exists a subsequence {x n } of {z n } such that lim||(A/-Γ)ί» n || ni =0 and KlU^l,°a nd thus λ belongs to the approximate point spectrum of T t . If 2 holds similar reasoning shows that λ belongs to the approximate point spectrum of T 2 . From these results it follows that the only possibility for an element λ, λβσ(T), to be such that λφσiT^KJσ^) is for λ to be an element of the residual spectrum of T with (λl-T)' 1 bounded. The following is a corollary concerning the sequence spaces l nf which we considered earlier.
COROLLARY 7. Suppose that l<lrθ, and suppose that the infinite matrix (t^) defines operators T r and T s on l r and l s , respectively, such that T r e[l r ] and T s e[l s ]. Then Cf\a(T s ) is non-void for any component C of σ(T r ). Moreover, Cf\σ(T r ) is non-void for any component C of
Proof. These are special cases of Corollaries 2 and 3, for it is well known that, for the classes l r and l s , we have l r CZl s ; that ||a?|| s <i||#|| r for xel r ; and that l r is dense in l s . 
) is non-void for any component C of σ(T v ), and Cf\ x σ{T p ) is non-void for any component C of
Proof. This follows from Corollary 7 and the foregoing remarks, by taking p and p to be r and s or s and r, depending on whether p<L2 or 2<p.
6 Further comments* The referee made some suggestions concerning the condition which was imposed in the main theorem of § 5, namely that
e Z and λ e p(Ti)Γ\p(T 2 ).
We shall refer to this as Condition (R). We add some discussion of this condition, guided in part by the suggestions of the referee. )Π i° ( 7 7 2 ). The intersection of these three resolvent sets certainly contains all sufficiently large values of λ. Now let D be the set of those 
